Building Molecules

Elements are substances that cannot be separated into simpler substances. Salt is made up of the elements sodium and chloride. Water is made up of the elements hydrogen and oxygen.

The smallest particles of matter are called atoms. If you continually cut up a piece of aluminum, you will reach a point that you could no longer divide it. These are aluminum atoms. An atom is the smallest particle of an element that has the properties of that element. Some properties of aluminum are: shiny, silver colored, fragile, and thin. Each element has its own type of properties.

Chemists use symbols to represent elements. A symbol is a letter or picture used to represent something. Chemists use one or two letters to represent elements. The symbol for calcium is Ca. The symbol for oxygen is O.

A model of an oxygen molecule:

The symbol for oxygen is O. "O" stands for one atom of oxygen. Oxygen atoms are joined in pairs. To write a pair of oxygen atoms using symbols, we use the symbol O and the number 2. Oxygen would be (O2). The 2 is a subscript. "Sub" means "below". The 2 is written to the right of and below the O. A pair of oxygen atoms is a molecule of oxygen. A molecule is the smallest particle of a substance that exists independently. Molecules of most elements are made up of only one atom of that element. Oxygen, along with nitrogen, hydrogen, and chlorine are made up of two atoms. Look at the model of oxygen above. The two balls represents the two oxygen molecules. The oxygen molecules are bonded or stuck together.

Compounds

A compound is a substance formed when two or more elements are chemically joined. Water, salt, and sugar are examples of compounds. When the elements are joined, the atoms lose their individual properties and have different properties from the elements they are composed of. A chemical formula is used a quick way to show the composition of compounds. Letters, numbers, and symbols are used to represent elements and the number of elements in each compound.

Source: http://www.nyu.edu/pages/mathmol/textbook/compounds.html
Just 6 elements account for 99% of body weight in humans.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Atomic Symbol</th>
<th>% of Human Weight</th>
<th>Functions in Life</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oxygen</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>Found in water and other organic molecules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbon</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>Found in all organic molecules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydrogen</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Found in all organic molecules and water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nitrogen</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Component of proteins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calcium</td>
<td>Ca</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Component of bones, teeth, and body fluids</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Phosphorus | P | 1 | Found in cell membranes and bone matrix

Procedure:

1. Open the simulation at http://phet.colorado.edu/en/simulation/build-a-molecule

2. Stay in the “Make Molecule” Tab

3. Explore how to make bonds by dragging the atoms and placing them together.

4. Click on the 3D button to view ball & stick and solid sphere (aka space filled) models.

5. Once the bond is formed, you can break the bond by placing the cursor between the atoms. Once you build a structure, you can break all bonds (atomize the particle) by clicking on the blue square, next to the green “3d” toggle.

6. Once you have built the molecule(s), place it in the right column by dragging it into the black space and move to the next kit in the collection by clicking on the yellow arrow-head.

Collection 1 -

Kit #1

One molecule can be built with Kit #1. Build it and view the solid sphere (aka space-filling) and ball and stick models by clicking the green “3D” toggle.

1. What is the name of the compound?

2. What elements make up the compound?

3. Draw the solid sphere (aka space filling) model, ball & stick model and structural formula model of the molecule.
**Collection 1 - Kit #2**

Two molecules can be built with Kit #2. Each of these molecules consists of only one element. Build the molecules and view the solid sphere (aka space-filling) and ball and stick models by clicking the green “3D” toggle.

4. What are the names of the 2 compounds?

5. What elements make up each of the compounds?

6. Draw the solid sphere (aka space filling) model, ball & stick model and structural formula model for each of the 2 molecules.

**Collection 1 - Kit #3**

Two molecules can be built with Kit #3. Build the molecules and view the solid sphere (aka space-filling) and ball and stick models by clicking the green “3D” toggle.

7. What are the names of the 2 compounds?

8. What elements make up each of the compounds?

9. Draw the solid sphere (aka space filling) model, ball & stick model and structural formula model for each of the 2 molecules.
Collection #2 – Kit #1

One molecule can be built with Kit #1. Build it and view the solid sphere (aka space-filling) and ball and stick models by clicking the green “3D” toggle.

10. What is the name of the compound?

11. What elements make up the compound?

12. Draw the solid sphere (aka space filling) model, ball & stick model and structural formula model of the molecule.

Collection #2 – Kit #2

One molecule can be built with Kit #2. Build it and view the solid sphere (aka space-filling) and ball and stick models by clicking the green “3D” toggle.

13. What is the name of the compound?

14. What elements make up the compound?

15. Draw the solid sphere (aka space filling) model, ball & stick model and structural formula model of the molecule.
Collection #2 – Kit #3
One molecule can be built with Kit #3. Build it and view the solid sphere (aka space-filling) and ball and stick models by clicking the green “3D” toggle.

16. What is the name of the compound?
17. What elements make up the compound?
18. Draw the solid sphere (aka space filling) model, ball & stick model and structural formula model of the molecule.

Collection #2 – Kit #4
One molecule can be built with Kit #4. Build it and view the solid sphere (aka space-filling) and ball and stick models by clicking the green “3D” toggle.

19. What is the name of the compound?
20. What elements make up the compound?
21. Draw the solid sphere (aka space filling) model, ball & stick model and structural formula model of the molecule.
Collection #2 – Kit #5

One molecule can be built with Kit #5. Build it and view the solid sphere (aka space-filling) and ball and stick models by clicking the green “3D” toggle.

22. What is the name of the compound?

23. What elements make up the compound?

24. Draw the solid sphere (aka space filling) model, ball & stick model and structural formula model of the molecule.

Collection #3 – Kit #1

One molecule can be built with Kit #1. Build it and view the solid sphere (aka space-filling) and ball and stick models by clicking the green “3D” toggle.

25. What is the name of the compound?

26. What elements make up the compound?

27. Draw the solid sphere (aka space filling) model, ball & stick model and structural formula model of the molecule.
Collection #3 – Kit #2

One molecule can be built with Kit #2. Build it and view the solid sphere (aka space-filling) and ball and stick models by clicking the green “3D” toggle.

28. What is the name of the compound?

29. What elements make up the compound?

30. Draw the solid sphere (aka space filling) model, ball & stick model and structural formula model of the molecule.

Collection #3 – Kit #3

One molecule can be built with Kit #3. Build it and view the solid sphere (aka space-filling) and ball and stick models by clicking the green “3D” toggle.

31. What is the name of the compound?

32. What elements make up the compound?

33. Draw the solid sphere (aka space filling) model, ball & stick model and structural formula model of the molecule.
**Collection #3 – Kit #4**

One molecule can be built with Kit #4. Build it and view the solid sphere (aka space-filling) and ball and stick models by clicking the green “3D” toggle.

34. What is the name of the compound?

35. What elements make up the compound?

36. Draw the solid sphere (aka space filling) model, ball & stick model and structural formula model of the molecule.

**Collection #3 – Kit #5**

One molecule can be built with Kit #5. Build it and view the solid sphere (aka space-filling) and ball and stick models by clicking the green “3D” toggle.

37. What is the name of the compound?

38. What elements make up the compound?

39. Draw the solid sphere (aka space filling) model, ball & stick model and structural formula model of the molecule.